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Executive Summary

Strategic Vision’s annual survey of CEOs, presidents 
and senior executives of top travel management firms 
and meetings & incentive buyers reveals surging 
optimism about the luxury travel industry in 2019. 

This year, respondents are much more confident about 
international and domestic travel than in 2018. They are 
forecasting higher revenues across all segments and 
expect to hire more advisors.

The survey credits a humming economy and increased consumer 
confidence for the positive outlook. In addition, clients’ desire to travel 
and see the world outweighs worries like terrorism and natural disasters.

The Caribbean is poised for a comeback, as island resorts recover 
from last year’s storms and concern about the Zika virus subsides. 
Other sectors on the rise include cruising, experiential travel, and 
specific destinations like Italy, Japan, and Africa.

Social media has proven a powerful force in driving travelers’ 
booking decisions. Yet technology poses other challenges, 
such as requiring advisors to respond to clients rapidly, search 
multiple sources for rates and information, and explain 
misinformation clients find online. 

These results and other findings are summarized below 
and an appendix is included for further information.
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Increased wealth, interest in new 
experiences, and inspiration from 
social media outweigh concerns about 
economic headwinds and world events.

Top Luxury Travel 
Advisors Expect a 
Boom Year in 2019
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That’s a big leap from 
last year’s numbers of 

19% 
for international travel and 

29% 
for domestic travel. 

44% 
of companies surveyed say 
their clients are optimistic 

about international travel, with 

54%
optimistic about 
domestic travel. 

Only 16% 
of advisors said their 
clients were feeling 

cautious about international 
travel in this year’s survey.



For most of the surveyed firms—which plan 
and book leisure, business, meetings, and 

incentive travel for some of the world’s largest 
companies and wealthiest individuals—this 

confidence translates into a robust business 
forecast for 2019. 

Nearly nine out of 
10 firms (88%) 

Predict an increase in revenues this year, 
a sunny prognosis that comes on the heels 
of a successful 2018. Eighty-eight percent 

of respondents said that last year’s revenues 
topped those of 2017. 
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“The luxury travel industry is 
poised for yet another banner 
year in 2019. Travel and tourism 
is already the world’s largest 
industry—contributing $8.3 
trillion to the global economy—
and it continues to grow. The 
combination of social media, 
affordable flights, greater wealth, 
and globalization has created a 
new Age of Exploration.”  

PETER BATES
Founder and President, Strategic Vision, Inc. 
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The Prime Reason for 
the Rosy Outlook?

The continued strength of the economy and its effect on 

travelers’ pocketbooks. More than half of those surveyed 

said that clients’ financial standing is having a positive 

impact on their booking habits—despite recent stock 

market jitters and other signs of economic headwinds. 

That high consumer confidence is paired with a 

determination to experience the world and what might 

be termed an “inoculation” against bad news. 

“Our clients are always going to travel. Politics, weather, 
terrorism...it’s all a part of everyday life now. People 
want to live life and enjoy themselves.” 

LIA BAKIN
Co-Founder of In The Know Experiences
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Several destinations that 
faced tourism challenges 
in 2018 are poised for a 
comeback this year. 

While the Caribbean withstood a substantial drop in arrivals 

last year as it recovered from multiple hurricanes:

• 68% of respondents said that clients have planned or 

are planning a trip.

• 22% said clients are waiting for specific islands or 

resorts to recover. 

• Concerns about Zika appear to have subsided, with 

only 2% saying the virus has kept clients from 

Caribbean vacations. 

• In last year’s survey, 10% said Zika had a strong 

impact on bookings.
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In line with the predictions of many industry observers, the survey 
confirms the following: 

Growing Importance of 
“Experiential Travel”
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The desire to take trips that have a meaningful impact on oneself 

or the rest of the world. Nearly 4 out of 5 respondents (78%) 

reported higher interest in experiential travel:

• 72% seeing growth in once-in-a-lifetime or “bucket list” trips

• 64% in adventure travel

• 54% in trips that feature interactions with local people
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• Multigenerational travel, with 76% of respondents 

saying interest has increased

• Wellness-focused trips (56%)

• Food-focused trips (44%)

• Private home rentals and other alternative 

accommodations (44%)  

Other Travel Trends 
On the Upswing:

www.strategicvision.org



Last year, only 66% of advisors forecast an increase, but 72% ended up reporting higher 

2018 cruise revenue in this year’s survey. Helping drive the boom: river cruises, with 60% 

of respondents reporting an increased interest, and expedition cruises (58%). 
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Cruising will also have a big year in 2019, according to survey respondents, 
with 81% predicting an increase in cruise business this year. 
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Asked about the reasons that first-time cruisers get onboard, 58% said the most impactful 

is that it’s easier to visit more than one destination; rounding out the list are unique 

itineraries (50%); the size of the ship and number of passengers onboard (38%); the 

convenience factor and only having to unpack once (34%); and the belief that cruising is a 

good option for groups or multi-generational families (34%).
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Respondents to this year’s survey were far less likely to say 

that issues such as terrorism, crime, or natural disasters 

were dampening travel plans. 

Last year, one third of advisors said concerns about terrorism 

and crime had impacted their business by at least 30%; 

this year, only 2% of advisors said those issues had a strong 

impact

This year: 

• 54% of advisors said that concerns about a future natural 

disaster had zero impact on their clients’ plans

• 50% said the same about the political climate in the U.S. 

• 44% about concerns about recovery from past storms

• 34% about terrorism and crime; and 

• 34% about the political climate abroad.
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When asked about specific destinations impacted by 

current events, Paris was the most frequently cited. 

(The survey was fielded in December, when the “yellow 

vest” protests were occurring throughout France.) 

The Caribbean, Turkey, Mexico, and the Middle East 

were other common answers. Interestingly, some 

destinations that endured rough times in 2018—

Cape Town with its droughts, Northern California 

with forest fires, Hawaii with volcanic eruptions—

were not mentioned by advisors at all. 
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“People now are immune to the unrest and recover quicker 
from startling news. The world is also much 
more connected than before, so redirecting travelers 
is much easier than it used to be.” 

JULIA PIRRUNG
President, Jetset World Travel
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Destinations on the Rise
Always-popular Italy was the top answer, particularly 

off-the-beaten-path regions like Puglia and the north. 

“Italy remains untouchable. Whether a first trip or your 
20th, everyone always wants Italy. There is comfort in 
the consistency of what Italy offers from the great food 
and wine, to amazing hotels and sightseeing, as well as 
the romance of the Italian people and culture.”

KIMBERLY WILSON WETTY
Co-Owner & Co-President, Valerie Wilson Travel
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Also Trending?

Japan, which is preparing for the 2020 Olympics; 

Africa, particularly Namibia, Botswana, and gorilla-

trekking regions like Rwanda; Egypt, where security 

improvements have released pent-up demand; 

Ireland, seen as safe and welcoming; and Southeast 

Asia, for its perceived good value and the influence 

of Singapore-set Crazy Rich Asians. Iceland was 

frequently cited as well, helped by strong word 

of mouth. 

“Runaway success shows with Iceland as a backdrop such 
as Game of Thrones created a buzz and an awareness 
among travelers everywhere. Social media hummed with 
increased awareness and interest in Iceland and its 
culture.”

BELL DE SOUZA
Vice President & COO, Mansour Travel Company
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Indeed, social media has become a powerful force in driving 
travelers’ decisions on where to go next.  

• More than three quarters of those surveyed (76%) said 

clients have booked a trip to a destination or hotel that they 

discovered on social media

• For 62%, the booking resulted from a post made by the travel 

management firm itself, or one of its advisors. 

• Nearly two thirds (64%) said social media has brought their 

firm new clients.

• It’s no surprise, then, that 80% said their company has ramped 

up its marketing efforts on social media in the past year. 

• Asked about their favorite social platforms for business use, 

48% named Instagram, with 24% citing Facebook, 18% LinkedIn, 

and 2% Twitter. Only 4% say they’re not using social media for 

business at all.
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The power of social media has also been cited as 

a reason some destinations are receiving more 

visitors than they can handle. 

Indeed, “overtourism” was the top sustainability 

issue in the survey, cited by 72% of respondents 

as having the most influence on their clients’ 

travel decisions. A similar concern, the impact 

of tourism on local cultures and communities, 

received 22% of responses. 

Other issues included the impact of tourism 

on the natural environment or wildlife (16%), 

the carbon footprint of airlines (8%), high energy 

consumption at hotels (8%), and the carbon 

footprint of cruise lines (6%). Sixteen percent 

of respondents said that sustainability issues 

had no impact or didn’t apply.

18
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Aside from social media, technology has changed 

how travel advisors do business in a number of ways. 

• Nearly all (94%) said that clients expect them to 

respond immediately to questions and requests

• 86% say advisors need to search more sources for 

rates and/or information than in the past. 

• Needing to explain misinformation that clients 

discovered online was an impact for 84%, and the 

same percentage said they face competition from 

suppliers and other partners that market directly to 

their clients. 

• Nearly three quarters (72%) have had clients ask 

them to match rates that they discovered online.
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Despite those challenges, the biggest issue that respondents say 

they face in running their business is, arguably, a sign of success: 

the difficulty in attracting and retaining new travel advisors. 

74% said they expect to increase their headcount in 2019, 

but 50% said that a shortage of qualified talent was their 

greatest hiring challenge. 

“There is difficulty finding good people, getting them onboarded, 
and ensuring they become profitable to the agency quickly 
enough. There’s not enough time to do it all.”

LIZ SUTTON
President, Alabama World Travel
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Contact Us

PETER BATES

Founder & President, Strategic Vision, Inc.
T: 914.881.9050

C: 914.319.5602

pjb@strategicvision.org

www.strategicvision.org
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About the Pulse of the Industry Survey

The Pulse of the Industry Survey was sent in December 2018 

to CEOs, presidents, and other senior executives of the 

leading luxury travel management firms and meetings & 

incentive buyers in the U.S. These firms, members of 

Strategic Vision's research panel, arrange travel

for luxury leisure clients, corporate executives, 

and high-end meetings and incentive groups.

The survey garnered a response from 

50 industry influencers.
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About Strategic Vision

Founded in 1998, Strategic Vision is a global marketing 

communications company offering a range of integrated sales, 

marketing, and consultancy services for organizations in the luxury 

lifestyle, travel, hospitality, and event industries. The consultancy 

specializes in developing and executing strategies that raise the 

profile of and build revenue for its clients with campaigns that focus 

directly on the luxury market and specifically target 

the affluent consumer through a variety of 

distribution channels. For more information 

please visit www.strategicvision.org.
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1. At this point in time, which of the following best describes your clients' sentiments towards both international and 
domestic travel? 
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2. Please indicate any reasons you believe are behind these trends.

• Climate, politics, economy.

• Strong economy.

• It comes down to the advisor putting a spin of reality on to their fears. Advisors hold a LOT of influence with their clients.

• Political headwinds in Europe.

• In Canada things remain status quo.

• Go now while the going is good.

• Cautiousness may apply to select destinations in turmoil, and just causes travelers to go elsewhere. France/Paris requests down at 

the moment, for example.

• Each agency has a different client profile. Ours just seemed to be rather stable in the past couple of years and domestic travel has, 

for some reason been very robust, while International travel has stayed strong as in the past.

• We are largely corporate. Future budgetary projections for our clients are forecasting a reduction in purchasing due to economic

constraints.

• With the exception of Paris and a few other hotspots, clients are inquiring, booking and traveling all over the world!

• Adventurous but cautious.

• International is driven by security issues.

• Media running sensational news items, Yellow jackets in France, natural disasters.

• Current booking volumes remain the same as 2017 and 2018 volumes.

• Strong economy and dollar.
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2. Please indicate any reasons you believe are behind these trends (continued).

• While habits haven't changed, yet, I am a bit cautious. Mainly because so many people are talking about a downturn that may 

actually create one.

• Good economy - travel is important.

• Travel is a huge part of our members lives.

• Despite a climate of 24/7 "breaking news" and apparent turmoil -- economic conditions seem to be remaining strong.

• Bookings are still strong, but with caution due to international tensions.

• Economy is good. People are confident.

• Our clients are always going to travel... politics, weather, terrorism... its all apart of everyday life now. If anything people want to live 

life and enjoy themselves.

• Clients’ ability to spend on vacations have not changed.

• Most of my clients aren't worried about traveling abroad although they wouldn't go to certain countries.

• Economy is strong. People are travelling.

• Economy…although recent stock market may change that!

• Economy is strong people are traveling.

• Companies are cautious about the economy and we are seeing a slight slow down.

• I truly feel people are now immune to the unrest and recover quicker from startling news. The world is also much more connected 

than before, so redirecting travelers is much easier than it used to be.

• More people are traveling now than ever.
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2. Please indicate any reasons you believe are behind these trends (continued).

• Early 2019 volumes trending similar to 2018.

• Bookings for close in and travel going forward are very robust.

• Strong economy and people are traveling.

• Travel both domestic and international are pacing faster than we can keep up with.

• Up until the last few weeks-- the markets had been flying high and people feeling very good on the economy. In addition to savvy

travelers used to the "woes" of the world.

• Elections, Holidays, Stock Market, Economics, Current Leadership, Terrorism, Crime...

• Finding the best space for summer 2019.

• Conversations with all of our vacation advisors indicates conversations are staying positive and those who travel internationally on 

a regular basis, continue to do so. Sometimes, they simply choose destinations not currently seen on the news.

• Traveling as a lifestyle and consumer confidence.

• Economy remaining strong, boomers traveling, multi gen trend continues.

• Clients still want to travel and see the world.

• We are seeing this slow slightly but not materially.

• A few concerns about traveling to Paris but no one has cancelled.

• Strong economy.

• There have been some concerns about the political situation in Paris but nobody has canceled.
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3. In 2018, did your company’s overall revenues increase, decrease, or remain about the same as the previous year?
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4. In 2019, are you forecasting an increase, decrease, or no change in your company's overall revenues?
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5. If you are forecasting an increase or decrease in your revenues for 2019, please indicate how much.
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6. Please indicate your company’s forecast by type of travel as applicable.
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7. In 2019, are you anticipating an increase, decrease, or no change in your company’s headcount of travel advisors?
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8. What is the top challenge you face in hiring or attracting new talent in travel advisor roles?
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9. How much are each of the following factors impacting travel decisions compared to the recent past?
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10. Thinking about your response to the question above, which destinations do you think are the most impacted by these 
factors, whether positive or negative? Please indicate which issue is impacting which destination.

• Europe, Caribbean

• Europe

• Terrorism in Middle East Turkey unrest

• It varies....it depends on what is on the news that week!

• Paris right now is negative due to riots.

• Europe (major markets - Paris, London) - a bit of business uncertainty (not much) - enough to warrant watching closely but no 

decrease yet.

• Caribbean /Florida - negative impact ; US - Canadian avoiding travelling there because of political turmoil -very negative.

• Caribbean, Middle East.

• Already mentioned France and the political unrest there. With another Ebola epidemic in W. Africa, wondering if this will again 

mushroom curtailing bookings there.

• The Caribbean because of last year's hurricanes.

• Negative: Turkey and Russia, both due to political climate.

• France, Turkey, Caribbean.

• Currently our clients are becoming concerned about travel to France.

• Puerto Rico - negative, storms Paris - negative, security.

• Caribbean & Mexico (negative) France (negative).

• Booking decisions begin with the financial ability and the concern for a down-turn in the economy and financial markets.

• Morocco and anywhere thought of as Muslim- negative, Caribbean- negative because Zika.

• At this time France, and possibly other European destinations, depending if anything happens.
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10. Thinking about your response to the question above, which destinations do you think are the most impacted by these 
factors, whether positive or negative? Please indicate which issue is impacting which destination (continued).

• Mexico - still getting significant push back.

• Caribbean

• Russia, Mexico, South America

• France, Russia, Middle East—all due to possible terrorist activities and political tension.

• Comes and goes. France and Europe are most susceptible to negatives from terror.

• France- terrorism & political.

• On the negative impact I would say France, London, Egypt and Jordan.

• Political: Europe + surrounds Natural Disasters: California, Indonesia, Caribbean.

• Caribbean, Mexico, Turkey.

• Middle East. Some parts of Europe.

• Paris, BVI.

• Strong US economy and favorable exchange rates having positive impact on long haul international, Mexico business is up despite 

ongoing negative media coverage of safety, quiet Caribbean hurricane season puts previous year impact behind.

• EMEA and APAC.

• Trade relations with China have slowed demand for the country and the value of the Yen has increased demand for Japan. More 

interest in Brazil with the new president, but less interest in Argentina due to the instability.

• Currently the riots in Paris are having on effect on travel there.

• European impacts with Paris, Brexit and Geo-Political.

• Europe will be impacted (and already is) by Brexit uncertainty and the spread of the "yellow vest" demonstrations.

• The world is seen as a "scary place"...all destinations offer risk.
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10. Thinking about your response to the question above, which destinations do you think are the most impacted by these 
factors, whether positive or negative? Please indicate which issue is impacting which destination (continued).

• Mexico is probably leading our "fear" list in what we hear from clients.

• Caribbean-- as Zika eases, we still need the CDC to do more there to release more countries from the list. Europe/Russia.

• These are the issues that are affecting travel to most destinations.

• France will have problems, I am afraid.

• Paris needs to find a way to stay out of the negative headlines for a while. It's such a huge part of leisure travel we are concerned 

about having to avoid it for a long period of time. It seems the news on the Caribbean turnaround has been much more positive

lately, especially in conversation with clients. Most of Mexico is not desired by our incentive corporate clients due to safety 

concerns, but individual travelers still choose it regularly. Instagram is powerful and our advisors are starting to ensure they have 

separate Facebook pages set up for professional vs. personal as more customers wish to connect with them there.

• European Capitals and Latin America.

• Paris negative, Caribbean recovering, Mexico recovering, Africa strong, Egypt strong- River weak due to water levels.

• Natural disasters: Caribbean (especially Puerto Rico), Japan Political/Terrorism issues: France, Turkey, Nicaragua.

• Paris, China.

• Political unrest in Paris.

• Since we are talking about impact on corporate travel, travel destination is not a determining factor on making a decision if one 

should travel or not. Business need of the corporation dictates the travel destination. Things like, tax breaks, tariffs, labor 

availability, buying or selling opportunities, corporate services needs, are factors impacting corporate travel. On the other hand, 

leisure and MICE travel will be heavily impacted by safety, economy, weather, social media and availability of desirable housing.

• Zika is still a concern and still some concern from the storms of 2017.
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11. Thinking about the Caribbean in particular, which of the following statements best describes your clients’ perceptions 
of the region today?
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12. Are you seeing more interest, less interest, or about the same level of interest in the following?
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13. Are you seeing any specific destinations “trending” with clients for 2019? Please specify the destination and any reasons 
you think might be behind the increased interest.

• To be with nature.

• All of SE Asia- perceived as safe and still has some wonderfully remote "non touristy" areas!

• Turkey. Middle East.

• Japan....different, interesting, safe, great food. Japan is a very hot destination. Italy continues to climb every year.

• Malta, Oman, Egypt, Morocco, Ecuador.

• Avoiding travel to the USA.

• Antarctica.

• Antarctica and Arctic (for people that have been everywhere else especially, but also younger travelers, too). Japan remains hot: 

food and culture.

• Word of mouth, Social media buzz about new destinations etc. has resulted in a heightened interest in "Iceland" for instance and/or 

for the more high-end Luxury expedition and river Cruise products.

• Japan, Portugal and Iceland continue to be hot destinations for 2019 amongst the luxury market. We expect to see an increase in 

business to Rwanda with the opening of Singita Kwitonda. We've seen an uptick in Middle East requests which has been somewhat 

surprising but also clearly a sign that savvy travelers are becoming numb to political volatility in certain regions.

• Colombia - improved perceptions.

• Ireland - safe, good value. Iceland – adventure. Italy – romantic.

• Africa: Botswana, Kenya. India. Asia: Thailand, China.

• Namibia, Iceland, New Zealand, Kenya- social media and new product.

• Overall, same trends as 2018.
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13. Are you seeing any specific destinations “trending” with clients for 2019? Please specify the destination and any reasons 
you think might be behind the increased interest (continued).

• Europe is booming, west, east, Spain & Portugal, Croatia, Iceland. Leisure media publications are planting the right seeds.

• Many: Egypt, Rwanda, Lebanon, Namibia, Bolivia, Iceland--we are also promoting these areas heavily.

• Iceland - unique Cuba - day trips possible from Miami.

• Australia/New Zealand, Vietnam & Cambodia, some China. Perceived safety, pent up demand, distances are great, so shouldn’t put 

off until too old to be able to travel that far.

• Off the beaten path is small share, but growing.

• St Barth's- Back after the hurricane. Cabo- Amazing hotel inventory. South East Asia, India, & Sri Lanka.

• Panama, new hotels opening in the Pearl Islands.

• Gorilla trekking, yacht charters (everywhere), France/Italy still hot, Ireland, Japan, Caribbean back, Egypt.

• Africa, Asia.

• Portugal, Bordeaux, Normandy, River Cruising - people want to expand the destinations offered for River Cruising.

• South America: Bolivia, Argentina, Chile. Japan, Bali.

• Everything is up- New cruise ships providing lift to overall cruise demand, New flights (i.e. ORD-Auckland) expanding geo 

opportunities for hard to get to destinations.

• Las Vegas, Nashville

• Japan remains a top seller for us due to new product, better value with US$ strength, cleanliness and overall security. Africa as a 

continent continues to show growth due to soft adventure, proximity to nature, unique wildlife experiences, digital detox, multi-gen 

and "bucket list" factors.

• Japan, Norway, Egypt.
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13. Are you seeing any specific destinations “trending” with clients for 2019? Please specify the destination and any reasons 
you think might be behind the increased interest (continued).

• Egypt - pent up demand Morocco- more PR and perception that it is exotic and "safe“.

• USA is stronger again. Italy remains untouchable...everyone wants it. More about the experience vs. the destination.

• No, it is the usual suspects that we are seeing requested and we are selling.

• Scotland, Ireland, England, Italy, US, Canada, NZ/AU. . .perception of security, safety.

• Italy continues with new destinations like Puglia. Ireland has more interest.

• Singapore - Again, pop culture is influencing travel with Crazy Rich Asians. We are also expecting more Africa in 2019 with the live 

version release of The Lion King. Still lots of Ireland, Italy, UK, Germany, & Spain. Lots more luxury cruising for 2019 as this trend 

seems to be growing for us very quickly.

• Portugal, Sri Lanka, off the beaten track China.

• Egypt: less concern, Africa: wildlife, Alaska: wildlife, Villa: family, couples, groups: new friendships without kids.

• St Bart's as most of the hotels will reopen in 2019 SE Asia - great value and excellent products.

• Caribbean cruising and Mexico are much stronger, Hawaii has fallen, high end cruising and river are strong, New York is off.

• Japan - increased press re Olympics Ireland - its the new Italy Southeast Asia- perceived value.

• For corporate travel - see response under No. 10, for MICE and leisure - UK (strong dollar vs. pound and safe destination), North 

Italy and Croatia ("new" destinations and very extensive positive PR and news coverage). Negative trending France (safety concerns 

and Air France strike issues).

• Multi generational travel seems to be on the rise.
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14. Are you forecasting an increase, decrease, or no change in your cruise business for 2018 and 2019?
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15. Which of the following reasons do you think are the most impactful in getting first-time cruisers to try it? (Choose up 
to three)?
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16. Which of the following concerns about sustainability and the environment has the most influence over your clients’ 
travel decisions?
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17. How strongly do you agree with the following statements on the impact of technology and social media on your 
business?
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18. What is your favorite social media platform for business use?
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19. What are the key issues faced in running your business today?

• Competition from my suppliers.

• Hiring good advisors.

• Finding and knowing the technology tools that will sustain us for the future and balancing ROI.

• Having time to go and personally check out destinations. That is the biggest contributor to profits....having been there.

• Keeping pace with the demand.

• Globalizing technology offerings.

• Back-end airline override programs do not reward TMC loyalty in the long term.

• Getting new employees.

• Client expectations of instant gratification and 24/7 availability.

• Our model is not heavily geared towards ICs. Most of our staff are house agents. We have to be very wary of "poachers" from the 

huge agencies who try to entice our agents to come over to them as ICs and take our clients with them.

• Direct competition from Global players.

• Scaling up and keeping level of service.

• Not enough time in the day! Looking forward to a fantastic 2019.

• Talent acquisition, health care costs, InfoSec.

• Too many meetings, clients do not read, need to operate on multiple platforms (i.e. physical itineraries and digital apps).

• Working with Vendors offering Back-End Commissions or Volume Awards.

• Scaling as a result of finding the right hires.

• Government impressions and interactions in the travel industry.

• Finding new travel advisors and current staff considers retirement.

• Hotels asking for direct bookings. OTA's undercutting prices. Too many rates out there.
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19. What are the key issues faced in running your business today (continued)?

• Increased non exempt wages and difficulty sourcing flights talent.

• Attracting, retaining and engaging talent.

• Internet competition, unstable political climate, risk of terrorism.

• Finding talent.

• Growing strategically, brining on new in house consultants and IC's, making sure our consultants feel engaged and apart of the 

company.

• Having to constantly compete with our own suppliers because of direct marketing campaign by them offering incentives if clients 

book directly.

• Finding, training & retaining talent.

• Keeping up with technology.

• Finding good people, getting them onboarded, their becoming profitable to the agency quickly enough. Not enough time to do it all.

• Time management, talent.

• Finding good talent. Front line sales process & training.

• Shortage of travel agents.

• Staying current on global affairs so we're always more informed than our clients. Demand for pricing transparency and working with 

vendors who don't readily offer or agree to itemization. Staying on top of social media - VERY time consuming. Time it takes to train 

new hires (wish this could be compressed from 12-18 months to six months, but there is just so much to learn from geography to 

product to processes to communication skills to crisis management.)

• Being able to accommodate all of our clients (with the right travel options) when they wait until the last minute to plan their travel.

• Same as previous years - competition, digital, availability, pricing, new talent.

• Finding staff.
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19. What are the key issues faced in running your business today (continued)?

• Keeping on top of fares from the Luxury cruise lines. They lower rates and/or offer extra amenities. Often the clients receive emails

from the cruise lines if we don't receive the same emails we look like we aren't watching out for them. Or the clients have contacted 

the cruise line directly for information and receive misinformation which we have to correct.

• Consolidation technology changes age of the advisor rate parity talent.

• Talent recruitment acquisition and retention. Everyone wants to do what we do but needs a huge investment of training + a large 

salary. I don't know many financial advisors, realtors, or attorneys who get well paid to learn. It's usually the other way around yet in 

this business that is the current demand.

• Volume and Demand-- trying to keep up with demand and keep the level of execution at the highest level.

• Attracting new talent and finding better clients. Overhead costs.

• Insurance Costs and Qualified Agents.

• 1) Being able to staff up with qualified luxury travel advisors 2) Investment in the latest tools to ensure productivity for the advisors 

and connectivity with customers 3) Big data analysis into useful and directive results for business making decisions 4) Supplier

partners ALL have unique rules of engagements with travel agencies so we must also spend quite a lot of time with partners 

ensuring we are aligned.

• Yields and rising overhead.

• Keeping up with the growth.

• Being able to respond quickly enough for the clients as with all the technology available to them online, they expect immediate 

answers from us.

• Hiring good staff, disintermediation by the large hotel companies, margin compression, the unknown "GOOGLE" impact on what the 

large Tech companies might do.

• Direct competition from suppliers and rebating from places like Costco.
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